With the swift and violent development of the Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS), it becomes an urgent task to filter the Multimedia Message (MM) spam effectively in real-time. For the fact that most MMs contain images or videos, a method based on retrieving images is given in this paper for filtering MM spam. The detection method used in this paper is a combination of skin-color detection, texture detection, and face detection, and the classifier for this imbalanced problem is a very fast multi-classification combining Support vector machine (SVM) with unilateral binary decision tree. The experiments on 3 test sets show that the proposed method is effective, with the interception rate up to 60% and the average detection time for each image less than 1 second.
INTRODUCTION
Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) is a phone messaging service developed by Third Generation Partnership Project(3GPP) and Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) forum. The MMS industry in China has a great potential market and in recent years gets rapid development and alarming rate of revenue growth. At present, the MMS is in continuous expansion from personal use to commercial purpose, such as mobile newspaper, bringing more users to MMS than before. Under this situation, a lot of erotic Multimedia Messages (MMs) become spreading around the mobile phone users, which seriously disturb the normal life of the users and impact the corporate image. And for the reason that there is no effective real-time filtering system till now, a research on filtering MM spam is carried out in this paper. Based on the fact that images content most information of a MM, an image retrieval method is used in this paper for filtering MM spam.
The major work of erotic image retrieval is the extraction and recognition of effective features. And skin feature, as the most important feature of erotic images, is the one most researches been made on. Many new detection methods have been proposed in recent years, such as the honeycomb model based skin-color detector provided by Pai [1] , the illumination based self-adaptive chroma space model skin-color algorithm provided by Zhao [2] , and the contourlet based skin-texture analysis method provided by Mehran [3] . For other features, Shen [4] presented a improved erotogenic-part detection method, and Zhao [5] designed a erotic image recognition method in compressed domain based on multi-cost sensitive decision tree.
In this paper, based on the former researches, a fast image retrieval system for filtering MM spam is presented. The detection method is a combination of skin-color detection, texture detection, and face detection, and the classifier is a multi-classification combining Support vector machine (SVM) with unilateral binary decision tree for this imbalanced problem. Experiment results show that the proposed method can meet the requirement of accuracy and immediacy in practical application.
SKIN DETECTION

Skin-color model
Containing large-area bare skins is the most prominent character that makes erotic images distinct from normal ones, and skin-color is the basic feature of skin. Yang [6] compared three common-used skin-color detection algorithms: the chroma space algorithm, the byes classifier algorithm based on skin-color statistical histogram, and the seed diffusion algorithm based on neighboring information. His test results show that although the accuracies of the three algorithms are all high, the byes classifier algorithm need large storage space and the seed diffusion algorithm cost much time. The chroma space algorithm has the highest misclassification rate due to non-skin regions with skin-color, nevertheless, these regions can be distinguished from skin by texture detection. Taking accuracy, immediacy and storage space into account, the chroma space algorithm is chosen in this paper.
The chroma space model used by yang [6] is combination of YIQ and YUV space, which shows strong ability to distinguish between skin-color and nut-brown or yellow, but weak ability to distinguish between skin-color and pink in our tests. Some examples are shown in figure1 (b). Zhu [7] added HSV skin-color model to yang's chroma space model, which strengthened the ability to distinguish skin-color form pink, but weakened the ability of skin-color recognition with a limited coverage of skin-color, as shown in figure1 (c). Some tests in this paper show that the RGB skin-color model also has strong ability to distinguish skin-color from pink, and at the same time has a better ability of skin-color recognition, as shown in figure1 (d). Furthermore, the RGB skin-model saves time to transform RGB to HSV, and improves the detection speed as a result. The transform formula between YUV and RGB, and formula between YIQ and RGB are shown as follows: 
where Y represents luminance, U and V represent the orthogonal components expressing the chroma. YIQ space is a derivation of YUV space by revolving the chroma components, in which I contains color information from orange to cyan, and Q contains color information from green to magenta.
A pixel will be classified as skin-color pixel when it satisfies requirements as follows: 
Texture model and subsequent processing
The purpose of texture detection is to eliminate the non-skin regions with skin-color, for instance, hairs shown in figure2 (a). An analysis through extensive erotic images with various resolutions and scenes shows that the skins in erotic images are smooth with weak textures and backgrounds like furniture and hairs are rough with strong textures. Therefore, the gray-level statistical approach which reflects the spatial interaction of textures can distinguish the skin regions from backgrounds in erotic images. And for the reason that second moment describes the image smoothness well, a texture detection method based on second moment gray-level statistical is used in this paper. The second moment S of a n×n region can be expressed as follows:
where x ij is the gray value of the skin-color pixel in the computed region, m is the mean gray value of the region. If S is less than the given threshold, this region will be classified as a skin region.
The skin mask for figure2 (a) obtained from texture detection after skin-color detection is shown in figure2 (c), which contains some stray tiny skin-color regions. So a morphological closing operation is used for the skin mask, and the closing operation is defined as follows:
where A is the image, B is the structural element, ⊕ and represent the morphological dilation and erosion. The skin mask after closing operation is shown in figure2 (d), from which it can be seen that the connectedness is improved but some small skin-color regions that contribute nothing to erotic image classification are still in the mask and need to be eliminated. Taking the efficiency of the system into account, the elimination will be done while detecting the connected skin regions. The connected region detection algorithm used in this paper was proposed by Yin [8] , which didn't consider about the continuity of region flags between regions when replacing big flag with little flag in an region containing different flags, and as a result made the big flag represent no region and the biggest flag greater than the true number of regions with high possibility. In such case, a check of all the flags in the image is made in this paper, and all the flags greater than the big flag mentioned before would be subtracted one from. The skin mask after eliminating small skincolor regions is shown in figure2 (e), which almost contains no non-skin regions. 
Face model
An statistical analysis of images in MMs shows that the misclassified normal images through skin detection are usually photos taken by mobile phone users self and contain large areas of skin turning out to be face skin rather than body, as shown in figure3 (b). Therefore, face detection is introduced into the filtering system in this paper to reduce the misclassified ratio by calculating the proportion of face area to skin area.
The face detection method based on AdaBoost is used in this paper, and the main functions come from the OpenCV library developed by Inter. A preprocessing of the image before face detection will be done by minifying the image and filling the around regions with white color to rescale it to the original size, which is done because the face edge in the photo taken by user self is often not inside the image, as shown in figure3 (a)-2, and some features would lose in the integral image. The detection results on the preprocessed images are shown in figure3 (d).
For the sake of the best parameter combination, tests on a set of images containing faces under different parameter combinations are made in this paper, and the results are listed in Table1. Taking both accuracy and immediacy into account, the parameter combination is chosen as: scale_facor=1.1，min_neighbors=2，min_size =27×20. This face detector works well for frontal faces and not quite well for side faces [9] . Taking the fact that photos in which face taking up most skin area are predominantly taken frontally into account, the face detector based on AdaBoost basically meets the accuracy requirement of the filtering system.
CLASSIFIER DESIGN
Feature extraction
Images in MMs, based on a great deal of statistics, roughly fall into three classes: non-erotic (images containing human but not erotic), non-human (images containing no human) and erotic, with the ratio 10:5:3. 6 features which are well able to distinguish erotic images from non-erotic images and non-human images are extracted in this paper, listed as follow:
(1) Percentage of skin area to image area, denoted as P s-i ; (2) Percentage of skin area to skin-rectangle area, denoted as P s-r ; (3) Percentage of face area to skin area, denoted as P f-s ; (4) Number of skin regions, denoted as N s ； (5) Percentage of the largest-skin-region area to image area, denoted as P sm-i ; (6) Percentage of the largest-skin-region width to image width, denoted as P sw-iw .
Classifier design
For the purpose of filtering the MM spam, a classifier to label the erotic pictures is need. And taking the large amount of images and the real-time requirement of the MMS into account, a classifier with strong capacity and efficiency of classification is need, which support vector machine (SVM) satisfies. 
where w is the normal vector of the hyperplane, b/||w|| is the perpendicular distance from the hyperplane to the origin, C is the regularization constant(also known as penalty factor) used to penalize the samples crossing the boundaries, and ξ i is a slack variable introduced to relax the hard margin constraints.
As mentioned in the previous section, the ratio of the three classes in this paper is about 10:5:3 and the ratio of normal images to erotic images is as a result 5:1, which makes the classification problem be an imbalanced problem. When dealing with imbalanced classification problem in the traditional SVM, all the samples usually tend to be classified as the majority class when the regularization constant C is not so big due to the request of the maximal margin [10] . In other words, the SVM classifier is overwhelmed by the majority class, and the minority class samples tend to be misclassified. Methods proposed to improve the classification ability of SVM for imbalanced problems till now generally follow in two schemes: a) reconstructing the sample set by under-sampling the majority or over-sampling the minority, e.g. the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling TEchnique (SMOTE) proposed by Chawla [11] ; b) improving the SVM model, e.g. the extended ν-SVM proposed by Chew [12] and the improved P-SVM(Potential SVM) proposed by Chen [13] . And for the multi-class problems, many methods have been proposed too, such as the PCA (Principal Component Analysis) SVM coding method proposed by Zhu [14] and the improved binary-tree-structure based multi-class SVM proposed by Liu [15] .
An analysis of the feature space in this paper shows that the between-class scatter of non-human images and erotic images is very large and only by the first feature can easily classify the two classes, with more than 97% samples whose P s-i <1% in the non-human class and less than 1% samples whose P s-i <1% in the erotic class. Samples with small P s-i in the non-erotic class are far from the separating hyperplane between non-erotic class and erotic class, and would not be Support Vectors (SVs). Besides, there's no necessity of strict classification between non-human class and non-erotic class. Therefore, a rough classification between non-human class and others could be done using feature P s-i , and in consideration of immediacy, this would be done while detecting skin. The remaining two classes which can not be easily classified by single feature would be classified using SVM. This method is analogous to a unilateral binary decision tree.
The extended ν-SVM proposed by Chew [12] is used in this paper, and the QP problem it dealing with is as follows:
where ξ i is the slack variable, ρ is the position of the margin which changes the width of the margin to 2ρ/||w||, ν is the fraction of total samples limiting the maximum number of Bounded Support Vectors (BSVs, misclassified samples) and the minimum number of SVs. Let p denotes the number of BSVs, q denotes the number of SVs, the characteristics of ν can be expressed as follows:
C i is the penalty factor, 
where N + is the number of positive samples and N − is the number of negative samples.
Overall, the fast classifier for filtering MM spam in this paper performs as follows:
(1) Read in an image in a MM, obtain its skin-color mask by skin-color detection, and extract the feature P s-i . If P s-i <1%, then classify the image as non-human, read it out of the system and read in another, if not, go to the next step.
(2) Obtain its skin mask by texture detection and morphological processing, re-extract the feature P s-i . If P s-i <1%, then classify the image as non-human, read it out of the system and read in another, if not, go to the next step.
(3) Detect connected regions of skin mask, eliminate regions whose area is small then 1% of the image area, re-extract the feature P s-i . Again, if P s-i <1%, then classify the image as non-human, read it out of the system and read in another, if not, go to the next step.
(4) Extract the feature P s-r , N s , P sm-i and P sw-iw on the skin mask.
(5) Detect face in the image, extract the feature P f-s .
(6) Generate the sample's feature vector P = [P s-i P s-r N s P sm-i P sw-iw P f-s ] T , and run the trained SVM to test. If classified as non-erotic, read the image out of the system and jump to step (1), if not, filter the MM this image belonging to.
TEST AND ANALYSIS
Some tests are made in this section to verify the validity of the filtering system in this paper, which are implemented in VC++6.0 environment under the PC with main frequency of 2.5GHz and the RAM of 2GB. The size of test images is about 640×480 with consideration of the resolution of mobile phones. The kernel of SVM used in this section is Radial Basis Function (RBF), and the expression is as follows:
where x is the test sample vector, x i is a SV, and γ is a parameter of the kernel function.
3 sets of test samples are used here: the first set consists of 78 images of mobile newspaper, advertisement and deliberately added erotic images, in which 23 are non-human, 42 are non-erotic, and 13 are erotic; the second set consists of 72 images of blessing MM and deliberately added erotic images, in which 22 are non-human, 38 are non-erotic, and 12 are erotic; the third set consists of 75 images of photographs taken by MMS users and deliberately added erotic images, in which 10 are non-human, 50 are non-erotic, and 15 are erotic. Test results of the three sets are shown in Table2. As the false filtration is expensive to the MMS enterprises, which means P false should be as small as possible, the penalty factors C + and C − are chosen to satisfy C C N N + − − + < rather than strictly follow formula (8) , which leads to a smaller P suces but a smaller P false at the same time. The test results show that the successful filtration rate of erotic images is up to 60%, and the false filtration rate of normal images is under 5%. The second set has the highest detection speed, which is because the blessing images are usually bright-colored with few skin color and most are classified as nonhuman before tested with SVM. The third set has the lowest detection speed, which is because the photos in MMs are usually taken indoors with backgrounds like furniture or wall usually painted skin-color.
CONCLUSIONS
A fast image retrieval method in filtering multimedia message spam is proposed in this paper. The detection method for extracting features used is a combination of skin-color detection, texture detection, and face detection, and the classifier for the imbalanced problem is a multi-class classification combining Support vector machine (SVM) with unilateral binary decision tree. Experiments on 3 test sets show that the proposed method is effective, with the interception rate up to 60% and the average detection time for each image less than 1 second, meeting the requirement of accuracy and immediacy in practical application. Furthermore, some improvements can be made for the filtering system in this paper to promote efficiency, such as the extraction of other significant features like the erotogenic part.
